Introduction: There has been a curiosity about the spheroid geometry for PET scanners developments since several years ago, therefore in this study, we are aiming to evaluate the performance of this geometry and compare its performance with cylindrical geometry using Monte Carlo simulation. Methods: We simulated a spheroid geometry with a radius of 199 mm, patient bore with of radius of 175 mm, which is compatible with brain size. In second design, cylindrical geometry was simulated with transaxial FOV and ring radius of 175 mm as well. Photon detection efficiency (PDE), NEMA line source sensitivity, spatial resolution and Derenzo phantom image quality were analyzed. Results: We obtained PDE about 21.7% versus 23.8% in 250-750 keV and 19.5% versus 21.3% in 410-613 keV for point source in center of FOV for spheroid and cylindrical PET respectively. The results of NEMA sensitivity measurements indicate 3.29 kcps/MBq versus 3.64 kcps/MBq for spheroid and cylindrical designs. The spatial resolution (FWHM) calculations using MLEM reconstruction algorithm show around 1.6 mm for transvers and axial resolution for point source placed in center of FOV for both scanners. Also we found for spheroid and cylindrical designs 4.8 and 2.7 mm versus 4 and 3.6 mm as transvers and axial mean resolution for off-center point sources. Conclusion: Performance evaluation study indicates that the spheroid geometry delivers better axial resolution whereas cylindrical design can still provide higher sensitivity and transvers spatial resolution than the spheroid geometry PET with same scanner bore size.
INTRODUCTION
In the most recent years, dedicated positron emission tomography (PET) scanners have been developed with a rapid growth aiming to improve sensitivity and spatial resolution over conventional whole-body PET scanner for accurate brain [1] [2] [3] [4] and breast [5, 6] imaging. Compared to conventional whole body PET scanners, these types of scanners, can serve increased system sensitivity due to small field of view (FOV) at lower cost [7] . System sensitivity is mainly affected by the scanner geometry and detector specifications [2, 8] . There has been proposed different scanner geometry for increase the solid angle coverage and subsequently improve geometrical sensitivity such as box shape and spheroid design and etc. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . One of the first symmetrical spheroid designs was proposed by Ficke et al. as they proposed spheroid PET with six rings of trapezoid shaped block detector [9] . This scanner demands different polygonal shape detectors, leading to more manufacturing complexity along with increased costs. Moreover, a nonsymmetrical spherical (hemispherical) designs has been recently presented similar to helmet geometry [13] . As overall hemispherical designs incompletely cover line of responses (LOR) so many data missing, these non-symmetrical designs needs additional detector to detect some of these missed LOR's [13] . Such designs increase depth of interaction (DOI) error (parallax error) in peripheral LOR's, degrading quantification in regions of interest [2] . Symmetric spheroid design in addition to brain dedicated PET is a suitable candidate for breast and even whole-body scanners. There has been considerable interest about the spheroid geometry for PET scanners developments from the several years ago, therefore in this study, we are aiming to evaluate this geometry based on conventional square block detectors. We use Monte Carlo simulation as a powerful, accurate and useful tools for scanner design and performance evaluation. For comparative assessment with cylindrical geometry some parameters such as detection efficiency, NEMA sensitivity and spatial resolution were calculated using MC simulation.
METHODS

Scanner modeling
We simulated two geometries: First, a spheroid geometry with a radius of 199 mm, patient bore with radius of 175 mm, which is compatible with brain size. The system contains 3 detector rings, providing 220 mm effective axial FOV. Each ring is composed of 16 block detector, each block with 70×70×20 mm 3 size. For achieving optimized block detector size [14] , different calculations and modeling were performed until 70×70 can satisfactorily provide our optimized design. In second design for comparison, cylindrical geometry with the same block detector number and size was simulated to compare with spheroid design performance. The cylindrical model has ring radius of 175 mm and therefore patient bore radius and transaxial FOV in this scanner is 175 mm. All specifications of scanners has illustrated in Table 1 . We used GATE 7.2 Monte Carlo toolkit to simulate both designs [15] . The modeled view of both scanners has shown in Figure 1 . Crystal's pixels are 2.3×2.3×20 mm 3 which are placed in 30×30 array in each block. Crystal material for both system is BGO and system electronic response as known "digitizer" in Gate, are exactly the same for both designs. 
Detection efficiency estimation
Photon detection efficiency was measured by a 1 MBq gamma back to back photon source stepped at 2.5 cm increments in axial and radial direction. Scatter coincidences were not simulated and maximum ring differences was selected as entire axial FOV. Also no accessories and shielding were simulated in our study because we aimed to focus on comparison study not validation study. The simulations were performed for two energy window 250-750 and 410-613 keV in order to evaluate the effect of tight and loose energy window on scanner detection efficiency.
NEMA sensitivity calculation
According to the NEMA-NU 2007, 700-mm-long plastic tube filled with F-18 along with five concentric aluminum tubes each same 700 mm long with diameter of 6.4, 9.5, 12.7, 15.9 and 19.1 mm were simulated [7, 16] . We selected energy window of 350-700 keV as the average value window and plotted the NEMA sensitivity as a function of the total accumulated aluminum sleeves and the extrapolated to an attenuation-free sensitivity value. This data acquisition was also repeated for cylindrical design.
Analytical estimation of photon detection efficiency
We analytically calculated PDE of both scanners caused by the point source placed in center of FOV. The PDE of a PET scanner is determined by (1) geometric efficiency (Eg) which is related to solid angle coverage of the detectors, (2) the intrinsic efficiency (Ei) which is related to the crystal material and thickness, crystal packing fraction along with coincidence time and energy window [17] as follows:
The total geometric efficiency is given as follows [8, 13] :
Where is finite detector element area which is seen by point source, r is the distance from the point source to the detector surface and n is normal vector of detector surface (Figure 2 ). For symmetric geometry we estimate the differential solid angle(dΩ) and integrate these differentials over the entire interior detector surface area of the both cylindrical and spheroid PET systems as follows:
Where 1 (0 ⩽ 1 <π/2) and ′ 1 (0 ⩽ ′ 1 < π/2) are the angle in X and Z direction respectively. Because we used square block detector so we would have 1 = ′ 1 . 
Image reconstruction
For image quality evaluation, we simulated Derenzo phantom composed of spheres with different diameter of 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5 mm with activity of 5, 6, 7.5,10 and 12.5 MBq arranged in 5 segments. After simulation, we used STIR3.0 framework to reconstruct obtained projections [18] . Fourier rebinning algorithm (FORE) were applied on simulation output to rebinn projections and then rebinned sinograms were reconstructed using 2D Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) algorithm with 15 iterations. A 180×180 image matrix was used with 1.2 mm pixel size. The Smallest spheres in obtained Derenzo image were analyzed to evaluate spheres resolving by 1D line intensity profile as a contrast criteria. To measure system spatial resolution, 3 spheroid sources with diameters of 1 mm and 10 MBq activity were positioned in center of FOV(CFOV) and 9 cm radial offset from CFOV in central slice and 9 cm radial offset and 3 cm axial offset from CFOV. Threedimensional filtered back projection (FBP3D) algorithm using a ramp filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 cm -1 used to reconstruct the image and then transaxial, radial and axial spatial resolution were calculated based on fitting Gaussian function to the plotted profiles and measuring of their Full width at half maximum (FWHM). Figure 3 shows the values of PDE in axial and radial direction. In Figure 3a and 3b we observe that PDE is significantly reduced by axial displacement of point source for both scanners in two energy windows. In 250-750 keV, PDE is 21.7% and 23.8% for point source in CFOV for spheroid and cylindrical design respectively. This measurements in 410-613 keV shows 19.5% and 21.3%, therefore we obtained 9.6% and 8.4% PDE increase for cylindrical design in 250-750 and 410-613 keV respectively. In Figure 3c and 3d we see slight changes in PDE value by radial movement of point source, however cylindrical design provides high detection efficiency than spheroid type for different radial positioning of point sources. Figure 4 indicates the simulation results of NEMA line source sensitivity measurements in two positions (in center and 7 cm off center), as a function of accumulated aluminum sleeve thickness in a 350-700 keV energy window. We calculated 3.64 kcps/MBq sensitivity for cylindrical type compared with the 3.29 kcps/MBq for spheroid geometry for line source at center. This values increases to 3.78 and 3.23 kcps/MBq for line source at 7-cm offset from center. Therefore, we obtained increment rate in NEMA sensitivity for cylindrical to spheroid design about10.6% (for R= 0) and 17.0 % (for R=7) respectively.
RESULTS
Detection efficiency
NEMA sensitivity
Analytical estimation of photon detection efficiency
According to the equation (3) each detectors solid angles calculated and then sum up the obtained values. For spheroid design the total geometrical efficiency was 46.0% whilst for cylindrical geometry was 55.5%. It should be noted that we selected same intrinsic efficiency for both designs, so geometrical efficiency would be an estimation of the total system detection efficiency. 
Reconstructed image
Reconstructed Derenzo phantom using FORE+MLEM algorithm for spheroid and cylindrical designs are shown in Figure 5 (a, b) . We observe that both scanners can resolve all spheres of phantoms. Figure 5 (c, d) show plotted 1-D line profile of the smallest spheres in Derenzo phantom as a contrast criteria with significant peaks and valleys. Also Figure 5 (e, f) indicates transvers view of point sources after FBP3D reconstruction in central slice for both scanners and finally Figure 5 (g, h) shows sagittal view of given point sources. According to Figure 5 (e-h) , the values of spatial resolution (FWHM) calculations for mentioned point sources has listed in Table 2 . We noticed the spheroid design has relatively worse spatial resolution than cylindrical geometry for off center point source in transvers direction but can provide better axial resolution especially in axial off center point source.
DISCUSSION
In this study, spheroid PET scanner based on block detector configuration as a candidate for brain imaging was modeled and its performance characteristics evaluated using analytical and Monte Carlo modeling, also results was compared with related and same specification cylindrical PET scanner. In this study, first of all, photon detection efficiency of point source in axial and radial position in tight and loose energy window were measured by GATE simulation toolkit. Also NEMA sensitivity using line source was calculated for two scanners. Results show that spheroid design provides relatively lower sensitivity than cylindrical PET scanner. Also the results of analytical calculation showed us the cylindrical design provides 9.5 % more efficiency than spheroid design (20% increase ratio) which is compatible with simulations result. Difference in improvement of percentage between analytical and simulation results is due to analytical geometrical efficiency an estimation which were calculated without considering energy and coincidence time window does not explicitly consider scatter and random events [8] . Analytical estimation confirmed our Monte Carlo simulation and indicated that when we want to design a head size compatible spheroid PET based on block detector configuration, we inevitably must increase scanner radius for proper placement of detectors on spheroid surface so this diameter increase degrades the detection efficiency. According to results of reconstructed images, we found that spatial resolution of off-center sources in spheroid scanner is degraded in transverse plane whilst this scanner provides good spatial resolution with no degradation in CFOV in comparison with cylindrical PET. The spatial resolution degradation of spheroid design can be arise from two factors, the first one is parallax error in transaxial direction caused by peripheral LOR's that interacts obliquely to detectors. The second factor the gap produced between blocks that degrades image quality especially in peripheral source positions. This factor produced a relatively deformed spheres image which has clearly depicted in figure 5e. Also the results showed spheroid design provides good axial resolution than cylindrical. This is because angled detector in axial direction in spheroid design provides relatively perpendicular angle for emitted photons. The perpendicular angle between detector and emitted photons causes minimal deflection inside of the crystals and deposit their energy by crystals interaction, therefore parallax error would be reduced and axial spatial resolution would be improved. According to the presented explanation, we conclude that spheroid design have less parallax error in axial direction and higher parallax error in transaxial direction in comparison with cylindrical scanner.
In general, this paper is performance evaluation of spheroid design which was not considered as block detector placement drawbacks and the resulted gaps effects in previous studies [10, 13] . We concluded that cylindrical PET scanner has relatively better performance than spheroid design with block detector configuration. Spheroid scanner manufacturing is more complex than cylindrical scanner, therefore we believe cylindrical geometry is one of the best geometries that can provides high quality images. However, for best utilization of spheroid design capability, we propose a new concept in detector manufacturing which prevents LOR's loss and improves system efficiency and image quality by introducing a spheroid fully molded monolithic crystal with no gaps by placing detectors surface to efficiently detect emitted LORs. For future work, we will further optimize this idea to increase the sensitivity and improve image quality and we will evaluate its performance compared with other brain PET scanners.
CONCLUSION
We have performed analytical and Monte Carlo simulation studies to evaluate performance of the spheroid PET scanner for brain imaging compared to cylindrical design with same detector number and same FOV (Transaxial and axial). Our comparison study indicates that the cylindrical geometry can still provide higher sensitivity (10 % more for NEMA line source).We found that transvers and axial spatial resolution have same value in CFOV for both scanner but for off-center point sources this value is degraded about 0.8 mm FWHM for spheroid design against cylindrical PET. Also spheroid PET based on block detector configuration provides better axial resolution (mean about 0.9 mm FWHM) compared with cylindrical PET in off-center point sources. 
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